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Study design and sampling
Session objectives

1. Learn about the basic differences in evaluation 
designs

2. Review different sampling strategies

3. Understand how to improve internal and 
external validity of findings



What is M&E?
Why do we conduct M&E?



¡ MonitorING
¡ Links activities and resources 

to objectives
§ Routinely collects data
§ Usually more focused on 

what the organization is (or is 
supposed to be) doing

§ Feed this information back 
into operation to mangers to 
make real-time decisions

¡ Evaluation
§ Assess causal contribution of activities 

to outcomes and impacts
§ Collected at discrete time points
§ Usually more focused on drawing 

conclusions at one point in time

§ Used to improve future operations, 
inform policy, provide 
recommendations for future projects

What is M&E?
The relationship between M&E

¡ Complementary, mutually reinforcing components of a 
single system

¡ M&E should ALWAYS be conducted for EVERY program
¡ Impact evaluation is not always necessary



Evaluation designs



¡ What kids of evaluations have you conducted?

Evaluation terminology 
Types of evaluation



¡ Formative
¡ Informs development of program, theory of change, M&E

¡ A needs assessments or piloting

¡ Process: 
¡ Informs if program is conducted as envisioned

¡ Summative
¡ Used to inform efficacy or effectiveness of a project

¡ Impact on health
¡ Changes to behavior or service utilization
¡ Cost-effectiveness in DALYs
¡ Equity of program outcomes or impacts
¡ Sustainability of outcomes or impacts

Evaluation terminology 
Types of evaluation



Evaluation terminology
What to evaluate?

Efficacy: Does the intervention have a health impact under 
controlled conditions? 
Effectiveness: Does the intervention have a health impact 
under typical/real world settings? 
Efficiency: Is this intervention gaining the maximum health 
benefits under resource constraints? If not, how could it be 
changed/modified? 
Equity: Is the program targeting the correct groups of 
people? Are there vulnerable populations who are not 
reached? 
Sustainability: Can the program keep going without 
continuous external funding and support? Can ownership be 
transferred to the community? 



¡ What is the impact of deworming drugs on soil-
transmitted helminth infection?

¡ What is the impact of mass drug administration 
program on STH prevalence in a population?

¡ What is the impact of micronutrient 
supplementation on stunting/wasting?

¡ What is the impact of government school 
feeding program on under nutrition?

Evaluation terminology
Efficacy vs. effectiveness



Evaluation types

Descriptive
¡ Determines what is taking place and 

describes process, conditions and 
organizations

¡ Compares what is taking place to what 
should be taking place regarding inputs, 
activities, and output

¡ Identifies the difference the intervention 
makes Causal

Normative



Evaluation types

Causal

Normative

Descriptive Formative

Adequacy

Impact
1. Probability
2. Plausibility

Process



Goal

Purpose

Output

Activity

M&E approaches
Different approaches



Project 
monitoring

Impact 
evaluation

Adequacy 
evaluation

Process 
evaluation

Implementation 
science

Goal Measures 
causal impact

Purpose of project or 
program

Measure to 
targets

Improving

Output Design
Delivery

Efficiency

Activity Track 
delivery

Assess if 
intervention 
is delivered 
per protocol

Theory
Scale 

M&E approaches
Different approaches



Evaluation types

Causal

Normative

Descriptive Formative

Adequacy

Impact
1. Probability
2. Plausibility

Process
None

1. Random
2. Non-random

Counterfactual

None



The Counterfactual

What differentiates the level of 
attribution of the change to the project



JARGON ALERT: these all mean the same thing
¡ Control group
¡ Comparison group
¡ Counterfactual

¡ The different groups in an evaluation are called?
§ Treatment arms or groups

Counterfactual
Other words for “control” group?



¡ An estimate of what happened to a subject in the 
project compared to what would have happened in 
the absence of the project
§ What makes this a challenge?
§ Person can not be observed in more than one state!

¡ Causal/Impact evaluation 
§ you need a valid counterfactual

¡ Normative evaluation
§ you don’t need a valid (or any) counterfactual

Counterfactual
The counterfactual



Treatment and control….
1.…Are the same in absence of the project

§ Not every unit is the same, but they are the same on 
aggregate

2.…Must react to the project in same way (if they were 
both given the project)
3.…Are exposed differently to the project

§ One received the project, the other didn’t

¡When you have a valid counterfactual:
§ The project is the only thing that can explain the difference 

between groups

Counterfactual
What makes a valid comparison?



¡ Have you conducted a study with a counterfactual or 
control group?

¡ What were the challenges?

Counterfactual
challenges



What do we call these different types?
§ Adequacy
§ Non-experimental
§ No control or internal control

§ Plausibility 
§ Quasi-experimental
§ Non-randomized control group

§ Probability
§ Experimental
§ Randomized control group

Evaluation terminology
Types of evaluation designs

Increased attribution / causality

No control

Non-random 
control group

Random control

Before-after



Evaluation classification 
What are you evaluating?

¡ Provision 
§ Are the services accessible?
§ Are they accessible?
§ Is their quality adequate?

¡ Utilization
§ Are services being used?

¡ Coverage
§ Is the target population being reached?

¡ Impact
§ Was their improvements to behavior change or health?

(Habicht, 1998)



Provision Utilization Coverage Impact

Evaluation classification
What are you evaluating?

¡ What would you evaluate first?



Provision Utilization Coverage Impact

Evaluation classification
What are you evaluating?

Order of evidence

¡ What would you evaluate first?
¡ Establish provision, utilization and coverage 

before impact?
¡ Why?
¡ Need to know the state of the knowledge!



Provision Utilization Coverage Impact

Adequacy

Plausibility

Probability

Evaluation classification
What do you want your inference to be?



Provision Utilization Coverage Impact

Adequacy Did the expected change occur?

Plausibility

Probability

Evaluation classification
What do you want your inference to be?



Provision Utilization Coverage Impact

Adequacy Did the expected change occur?

Plausibility Is the change likely due to our project?
Controls for “confounding factors”

Probability

Evaluation classification
What do you want your inference to be?



How sure do you want to be that the change is 
attributable to the project?

Provision Utilization Coverage Impact

Adequacy Did the expected change occur?

Plausibility Is the change likely due to our project?
Controls for “confounding factors”

Probability Change directly attributed to our project: No difference between 
intervention and control except:  confounding, bias, chance

Evaluation classification
What do you want your inference to be?



Adequacy evaluation of provision & utilization 
can help us understand 
plausibility & probability evaluations of 
coverage & impact

Type of 
evaluation

Provision Utilization Coverage Impact

Adequacy Very informative 
(parallel w/ monitoring)

Rarely informative 
(too many confounders)

Plausibility Helpful if you want to show an 
improvement over status quo 

(otherwise adequacy sufficient)

Common

Probability Almost never 
needed

Maybe, 
but still rare

If feasible and appropriate

Evaluation classification
What do you want your inference to be?



Adequacy evaluation of provision & utilization 
can help us understand plausibility & probability 
evaluations of coverage & impact

All require different designs and analysis

Type of 
evaluation

Provision Utilization Coverage Impact

Adequacy Very informative 
(parallel w/ monitoring)

Rarely informative 
(too many confounders)

Plausibility Helpful if you want to show an 
improvement over status quo 

(otherwise adequacy sufficient)

Common

Probability Almost never 
needed

Maybe, 
but still rare

If feasible and appropriate

at a 
minimum

most 
intense

Evaluation classification
Level of rigor



¡ Sector of the project / stakeholder interest
§ Level of certainty/causality depends on the stakeholders

¡ Timeliness and timing
§ Probability or any evaluation with baseline must be started before project

¡ Magnitude of sampling
§ Adequacy may require smaller sample size than probability

¡ Costs
§ Typically, the more causal, the more costly

¡ Capacity
§ Do you have the right team and abilities?

¡ Policy relevance
§ Will conducting a rigorous “causal” study lead to intended change?

¡ State of knowledge
§ What is already known?
§ Has efficacy has been established?

Evaluation choice 
What influences the choice?



Sampling strategies 
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Why do we sample?

Sampling
What is sampling?



The procedure by which some people in a population are 
selected to represent the entire population

Why do we sample?
§ Too much time and money to collect data from every 

person in an area
§ It helps us get a value that we hope is very close to the 

TRUE VALUE of the entire population

Sampling
What is sampling?



¡ When you can’t afford or don’t need a census
¡ To select a subset for monitoring outputs or 

outcomes
¡ More common for results-based monitoring 

(outcomes)
§ Are family planning products available at local 

markets?
§ Are bed nets hung over beds?
§ Are community members accessing health services or 

receiving vaccinations?
§ Have community members constructed latrines?

Sampling
When is sampling used in monitoring?



¡ Non-random sample
§ When you care more about the variability of answers, 

want to explore specific sub-groups, and don’t need 
prevalence data

§ Used for pre-defined groups who you are targeting

¡ Random sample 
§ When you want a representative sample
§ Sampling frame: the list of eligible respondents
§ Sample size: determines how representative

Sampling
Approaches to sampling



¡ Expert sampling
§ May want to talk to government stakeholders, health 

extension workers, of committee members
¡ Purposive sampling

§ Target for a specific group that you include in your sample
¡ Convenience sample (or heterogeneity sampling)

§ Take what you can get
¡ Snowball sampling

§ Identify one person, group that fits your criteria and then use 
that person to recommend others

¡ Deviant case (positive or negative)
§ Samples sub-group that is different than the general 

population

Sampling
Types of non-random sampling



¡ Simple random sample
§ Every unit has equal change of inclusion

¡ Systematic random sample
§ Every unit has equal chance of inclusion, but dependent 

on the first unit selected
¡ Stratified random sample

§ Different sub-groups have pre-assigned chance of 
inclusion, but those units in group have same chance

¡ Cluster random sample
§ Every cluster has equal chance of inclusion, and units 

within the cluster have the same 

Sampling
Types of random sample



What is the average height of everyone in this room? 

Concepts: 
¡ A sample can only give an estimate of the TRUE 

average. Sampling introduces some random error
¡ Random Error= difference from the true value that 

results from natural variation of your sample.  
§ No way to adjust for this
§ This is what your confidence interval (Standard 

deviation) means

Sampling
What’s the big deal with a sample?



• What if I ask only people I know? 
• What if I ask only men?

Concept: 
• Systematic error = error YOU introduce. 
• You can control this through random sampling
▪ People selected by chance (like flipping a coin, pulling names 

out of a hat)

Sampling
Who should we sample?



¡ Sampling frame: The list of available units 
§ Getting this right is critical for both external and internal validity
§ Should align with your target population

¡ What are some potential sampling frames?
§ Census of households in a village; list of children in a household
§ Medical records for mothers that attend a ANC clinic
§ List of babies born between X and Y dates
§ Administrative list of villages targeted for program

Sampling
Sampling frame
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Randomly choose unit within your sampling frame
(e.g., households in a community)

¡ Use random number table or 
generator to assign everyone 
from sampling frame

¡ Every unit in the sampling 
frame has an equal chance of 
inclusion

Sampling
Simple random sampling

(Randomly) select HH

Households within each village are independent!



Every unit has equal chance of inclusion, but dependent on the first unit selected

¡ Figure out sampling interval 
(example: every 3 HH)

¡ Randomly select first unit 1 to 
# (example: #2)

¡ Select every # units 
(example: every 3 hh)

¡ All units must have a chance 
of being counted

¡ Best when you don’t have a 
sampling frame to draw from 
(e.g., you walk the entire 
village)

1 2 1 2 3

2 2
2

2

2

1

1

11

1

3
3

3
3

3

Selected

Sampling
Systematic random sampling



Oversampling of certain units in order to properly estimate the contribution of those 
units

Sampling
Stratified random sampling

¡ Used when you want to 
oversample a population 
(e.g., low SES, minority, red 
houses) relative to 
population 

¡ Randomly sampled using 
sampling frame

¡ Can always get a population 
estimate with weighting

¡ Can also be done with 
clusters

Below poverty line Not Below poverty line

Selected



Probability designs
Individual allocation evaluations

Households within each village are independent!

Estimating the prevalence of an indicator in this village

(Randomly) select HH

Randomly allocate HH
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¡ What is it?
¡ Select a sub-set of units where you are doing your 

intervention (districts, schools, villages), and select 
a subset

¡ Examples
§ Your project is working in 100 clinics
§ You are working in 50 villages in 5 different districts
§ Radio spot and mass media across many villages in a 

single region

Sampling
Cluster sampling



¡ Advantages
§ More cost-effective and logistically easier than straight 

random sample
¡ Disadvantages

§ # units sampled must be higher than with simple 
random sample

§ May miss divergent clusters
¡ Clusters can be 

§ Communities, schools, or other administrative unit
§ At or within the unit of intervention, but not larger

Sampling
Cluster sampling



Sampling
Cluster sampling

2. Select households (randomly or 
otherwise) to represent cluster

Households within each village are not independent!
Sample size (number of HH) is higher as a result, 

since you need more HH for the same amount of information

1. (Randomly) select village within program area



Sampling 
Cluster evaluation designs

T
T

C

C

C
C

T

1. (Randomly) assign village treatment or control

2. Select households (randomly or 
otherwise) to represent cluster

Analysis can compare
districts(   vs.   ) or HH(      vs.      ) accounting for clustering    



Sample size and power
How do you decide?

Sample size

Minimum 
detectible effectPower



Validity in study design
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¡ What is it?
§ The right answer

¡ How do you increase it?
§ Use unbiased approaches for selection and sampling
§ Randomization!
§ Specifically, allocation of interventions as part of a trial

¡ This is why randomized trials are the gold standard for 
causal inference!
§ But this is not always possible, so try to use good unbiased 

allocation
§ This includes matching!

Validity in study design
Internal 



¡ What is it?
§ Generalizability to other populations
§ Men vs women
§ Low and high SES
§ Other regions or countries

¡ How do you improve it?
§ Use unbiased approaches for selection and sampling
§ Random selection from the population you want to 

generalize to.

¡ But that is not always feasible!
§ Know and discuss your limitations to external validity

Validity in study design
External



Eligible population

Treatment 
group

Comparison
/control group

Evaluation sample

External 
validity

Internal 
validity

Random selection
- Preserves characteristics

Random allocation
- Ensures balance

Validity
External and internal validity
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¡ In the evaluations you have conducted, what have 
been the main limitations?

Validity in study design
What are some of the challenges?


